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WnOEVER has been to Zermatt, has seen, as I verily believe, the
~
C' one spot in Europe which carries a man out of himself, which makes
~..
l': him feel a wholesome sense of his own insignificance and fills him
~!: however dull he may be, with a wondering awe of the grandeur of
~. nature. When I got there in the glorious September which we

t
~' have hardly yet ceased to regret, the vines in the valley of the
.>:Rhone were baking in the fierce sun, and maturing I hope the wines

..
..".1 "fh~c6h5 tenBor fiftehen YhearshhenRcehmay bellkno,;n ahs th~ fa1lmous vintage
~. 0 • ut t oug t e one va ey IS p YSlCa y extremely

, beautiful, though it contains many towns -Sion in particular-of
".r. the highest possible interest, ruined castles on the hills, whichr remind one of the best parts of the Rhine, and far away till it is
< lost in the distance the impetuous river sweeping down on its way

to the lake of Geneva, yet there is no blinking the fact that it is
,~. the least pleasant and satisfactory part of Switzerland. There is a
~.: curious kind of stagnation and gloom about it, the roads are ankle
~., ~ep in the most aggravating white dust, the river brings down from

the mountains acres of pallid unwholesome gravel, which it strews
over the fields, and there is in the upper part far more sedge and
bulrush than is under ordinary circumstances desirable or proper.



Then the houses are miserable affairs: either actually in ruins, or
fast approaching such a condition, and the people--but who can
describe the wretchedness of the people? If anyone will make a
selection from the most hideous things which he has seen in his
dreams and will group them together neatly, he may perhaps be able
to form some idea of the poor imbecile goitred wretches who meet

you at every step in the valley of the Rhone. . .,
So on the whole it is not unpleasant as the sun IS begmnmg to

sink over the hills, to come to Visp, where we (my travel:ing com
panion and I) stop and dine admirably, and then get rId of our
superfluous baggage, and prepare as well-girded men for a very
delightful walk. Away goes the rattling diligen~e, with all the
horses' bells tinkling; which will tinkle away alllllght, for twelve
hours yet, high up in the clouds of the wonderful. Simplon road till
to-morrow morning the passengers will wakevery tIred and wretched,
as we did last year, and the bells will cease all of a sudden on the

lovely shores of the Lago J\faggiore. And we wh~ are n~t sorry to
leave visp, which has a bad rep~tationfor malar~a a~ mght, start
up a little narrow side valley whICh runs up for 2a miles or so, and

ends in the valley of Zermatt.
By the time we have walked a few miles mounti~g gradu~ll!, ,it

gets suddenly dark-for the twilight is shorter I th~nk than It IS m
England-and there is nothing to be seen but the whIte road beneath
our feet and a little way before us-a stray light twinkling in some
solitary cottage far up in the mountains-and far below ~s, so far
that w~ can scarcely hear its roar, the mountain stream tearmg down
the valley like a white ghost. It is very ticklish work, because a
false step would produce very unpleasant results, but after. about
three hours work we get to St. Nicholas, where we find a delIghtful
l'ttle inn and then in the cold fresh morning proceed on our way
1 , • b £

to Zermatt. As you near the end of the valley there rIses up e ore
you the glorious mass of the Breithorn gleaming ,:ith its regal
mantle of snow, with the high ice-fiel~ of the Theodule Pass a
little to the rj<Yht. Auu every uow and then there peeps out clo~e
at your siue a: it were, over the walls of the close shut vulley 11l

which you are toiling on, a little bit of glacier, or a glimpse of a
snow field, so that you know that there are great peaks lying all
around you, if you conld only manage to see them. And then you
come to a turn in the road, quite an unassuming little turn it is
too, and all at once you happen to look up and there right before
you is the most remarkable natural object in the world, the famous,
wonderful, murderous !fatterhorn. How it soars up, the monster,
in one ..heel' precipitous wall so thin at the bore that it looks as if
it must topple over, with its black sides just dappled here and there
with a thin coat of snow, but too steep to retain more than the least
sprinkling. To think that any human being could ever reach the
summit-aye, and that seven men did reach the summit but six
weeks before, and that three of them are now lying in the little
Zermatt churchyard, and one of them, gay, noble, and ardent, is
hanging somewhere in those frightful precipices, and will_never be
found any more.

So we go to the Mont Cervin hotel, where the waiter tells us
that Monsieur the Cure has just returned from a last ineffectual
search for the corpse of poor Lord Francis Douglas; and then we
start again for the hotel on the Riffel, a large building standing on
the crest of a mountain of that name, at a height considerably
greater than that of the summit of Snowdon. Here after two or
three hours ascent we arrive, to find a number of AlpiIJe club men,
a perfect swarm of guides, sturdy young fellows in blouses, and a
.house entirely officered by women. At this great elevation the air
is quite cool, coming as it does from the surrounding snow fields,
and very pleasant it is after that stifling Rhone valley. Then comes
a table d' hote dinner, 'a little rougher perhaps than in the valleys,
but better and cheaper than anything you could get in London for
twice the money. The Alpine club men are in great force here.
This one has been up the Cima to-day, that one is going up Monte
Rosa to-morrow. An enormous chatter they make, till a young
Yankee comes in, a raw-boned and truculent youth from Philadel
phia, whose ..oice is to be heard roaring out through his nose as if
the use "of the mouth for purposes of articulation were a mere old
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world notion which should be exploded among really curbred people.
I never saw such an undisciplined animal, how he recounted. some
fancied misdeeds of his guides, and announced his intention of
" breaking my Alpenstock on their backs I guess yes sir" -how he
contradicted Alpine clubmen of twice his age, on their pet theories
of mountaineering-now he ordered all the hinds of wine, some
half-dozen in number, which the hotel afforded, looking round for
admiration in the most amusing manner. I never saw such a cub.
I dont think a vulgar Englishman a very delightful person to meet,
but a vulgar American is worse by far-lllore arrogant and pushing
in manner, more excruciating in accent than the worst dweller
within the four seas.

So to bed early, tired with a long day's walking, and to sleep,
destined to be broken in the small hours by a great stumbling and
scuffling along the passages, caused by the departure of the Yankee
for Monte Rosa, and of my companion and a couple of Fellows of
Trinity for the humbler Cima di Jazzi. As for me, I composed
myself to sleep again, and started alone after an early breakfast for
the Gorner Grat, an ascent of an hour or so from the hotel.

Now if anyone will picture to himself as well as he can, a little
flat space of about twenty feet square to stand upon, a sky above
free from the faintest suspicion of a cloud, an abrupt precipice on
one side, and a steep snow slope on the other, no near foreground
at all, and round the horizon on all sides without a single break a
great silent chorus of snow-clad mountains, really miles away but
apparently so near that you might throw a stone at them, he will
have some idea of the nature of the view from the Gorner Grat.
As for what is called word painting, I confess I have no very firm
belief in that branch of Art, and anyone who has, had better- put
down his penny like a man and invest in a number of the Daily
Telegraph. But if one could by any cunning jugglery of words
give any idea of what we saw, I think it not improbable that the
present generation of Sherborne fellows, or at least the more exci
table among them would instantly and secretly register a mental
vow to join a reading party to Switzerland, in their first long
vacation to the utter destruction of their chance in Moderations.

Happily therefore it is impossible to descri1 e such scenes. But
then I have it all in my minds eye. On the right our friend the
Matterhorn, seen even to greater effect than yesterday, with the
glaciers at his foot brought out in all their magnificence so utterly
unlike all other erected mountains that it is impossible to help a
feeling that it is all a trick, a mere optical illusion which will have
vanished when you next look for it. Then the long snow-fields of
the Theodule Pass, which divides us from Italy; then a grand
imposing well-to-do mass with plenty of spurs and buttresses--the
Breithorn; then some more glacier; then the curious twin peaks
of Castor and Pollux; then the Lyskamm, something like the
Breithorn in character but more difficult to ascend; and finally
closing the semi-circle, the exquisite outline of J'lfonte Rosa, clothed
in soft snow wreaths, with something feminine in its softness and
purity ana as a misogynist might add (but I do Dot) in its extreme
deceptiveness. For J'lfonte Rosa is by no means an easy mountain
and to ascend it is to take high honours in the class list of the
Alpine club. Then comes the great ice-field of the Weiss Thor
with the Cima de Jazzi rising from it; and so turning round as on
a pivot we work round an immense number of peaks, which we need
not name past the grand masses of the ,Veiss-horn and the Gabel
horn back to the JlIatterhorn again, what a wonderful country it is!

Below us, for by this time we are quite a party, everybody almost
having come up from the Riifel hotel, lies the illimitable ice-field of
the Gorner Glacier, across this lie the roads of both the parties
who started in the morning, diverging a little further to the left
than the point where we stand. And presently, on looking through
very powerful glasses, we see two little specks like flies descending
the snow slopes of Monte Rosa at something like the speed of an•express train. The travellers have evidently made the ascent and
are on the return. It is quite an exciting moment. Three or four
other specks are apparently about a mile behind descending more
slowly. Then who are tho two first? "Mamma," said a little
damsel of the party, "I am sure it must bo Mr. Jeiferson and his
guide. He is always first in cycrything." Oh you silly little maid!
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Neither the Q.C. nor his wife are any longer as gay as they had

been: but they are t~~ m~st fearless of travellers, and had only just
termlUated a.n expeditIon ~nto the Evolence district, involving scanty
accommodatIOn, the crossmg of several glaciers, fleas innumerable,
and I know not what other discomforts besides. And a most
delightful evening we had in the little Salon de Lecture. The fact
is that going abroad while it makes the intolerable people ten times
more intolerable, makes the nice people nicer than ever. We have
so many artificial restraints and conventionalities in England that
it does ns good to breathe a pure and more natural air. So we
retrace our steps down the long valley to Visp, as this is in fact the
only way out of Zermatt, except for those who can scale the snow
fields into Italy. Our friends accompany us on mules. Every now
and then we pleet a pleasant party of people, and it is curious how
often one can identify them. This onc is the Dean of -- and
his wife. That one is l\'fr. Buster, Q.C., and his dau"'hters. That
again is J ones of Brazenose. And so on till we ge; to Briegue,
where, horror of horrors, two English girls are talking of the
Peerage, and about that irresistible subject the Princess. " And
they say that she actually made her own dresses, and had quite a
small allowance, and the whole family lived quite quietly on (1
forget how much) a year." Ah well, I had heard that kind of
gabble before, so we at once took oursehes off to bed.

I thought as much at the table d' hote. And so you have come all
the way from Tasmania to fall in love with this Yankee Caliban.

The Cima de J azzi party escaped ns after we had just caught
sight of them in the far distance and we saw no more of them till
we got to the hotel where they had arrived before ns, after a labor
ious but not difficult expedition. And presently Mr. J efferson
arrived in high glee. He would not stop more than a minute on'
the summit, though the view was superb, because he had bet some
body a bottle of wine that he would be back by four o'clock. And
he won. This was the secret of his swift descent with one guide,
leaving the rest of the party behind. He stood panting in front of
the hotel to receive the congratulations of the other guests. I
asked him how he managed to come down so fast. His reply was
characteristic. "Stranger," he said, "I guess I just sot down on
my tail and slid."

After giving my friend a rest, we set off for the descent to
Zermatt. Thence next morning we started with a guide to ascend
the Hornli, a kind of sharp ridge standing out from the foot of the
Matterhorn. It was by this that the unfortunate ascent was made
in July, and the nearer we got to the great mountain the more
incredible it seemed that human beings could ever even attempt
the ascent of it. It is apparently little if at all less perpendicular
than a wall-is, I dont know how many thousand feet high, and
often glazed with a smooth surface of ice. It added a painful
interest to the little pilgrimage which we made at Zermatt to the
graves of those who perished so miserably, to have stood almost on
the spot in which they fell, and in the very shadow of the great
mountain itself. The remains of Mr. Hudson and Mr. Haddow
lie in a humble grave outside the little church at Zermatt. Kind
hands have decked the grave with" immortelles," but they lie out·
side the consecrated ground, while Michel Croz the brave guide
who perished with them lies in the general burying-ground of the
village. So we carry our petty differences beyond the grave.

At the hotel we met with a very delightful party, a leading equity
Q.C. and former M.r., with his wife and niece, and a gay barrister.

I'
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8 TRANSLA.TION FROM nORACE.

TRANSLATION FROJ\I HoRACE.

ODES I, xxii.

lIE whom no evils harrow,
The man of perfect life,

Wants not the Moorish arrow,
The dart, nor poison'd knife.

'Whether o'er snowy Caucasus
He plods his weary way,

Or where lIydaspes gently glides,
Far famed in many a lay;

Whether by Libya's quicksands
He steers his bark with care,

He dreads not any dangers,
Fearless he ventures there.

For once a fierce wolf met me
Deep in a Sabine grove,

As singing of fair Lalage,
Free from my cares, I rove.

All thought of danger left mY' mind,
The monster stared-then fled;

Such ne'er came from the Libyan sands,

Such Daunia never bred.

Place me where musky west winds
N e'er move the pines, and where

Dark clouds are low'ring leaden,
And foul the misty air.

Place me in sun-scorch'd deserts,
On some far distant shore;

Still Lalage sweet speaking
Sweet smiling I adore.

P. S.

,':..0
;r.

GYPSIE~.

GYPSIES.

.A speech or J ohnson, not so well known as many of his sayings,
forms a good introduction to this sllbject.-" I am not very willing
" that any language should be totaJly extinguished; the similitude
" and derivation of languages afford the most indubitable proof of
"the traduction of nations and the genealogy of mankind: they
"add often physical certainty to historical evidence of ancient
"migrations, and of the revolutions of ages which left no written
"monument behind them." And I hope to shew that the Gipsy
tongue is one of the great proofs of their original locality.

It is difficult to fix the exact date of the first appearance of
Gypsies or EgJPtians in Europe, but it was probably early in the
fifteenth century, for in 1.H7 we find great numbers entering :France
from the North East. And in April, 1427, as we are told by an
01d French writer, twelve entered Paris bringing one hundred and
twenty in their company, and announcing that they were Christian
penitents driven from Egypt by the Saracens. " Their ears were
" pierced, from which depended a silver ~'ing; their hair was black
"and crispy; and their women were sorceresses and told fortunes."
And it was on this account that the Bishop of Paris excommuni
cated them. :About the same time they appeared in other countries,
and told the same story, receiving different names in each. In

. England (where they did not appear till 1500) they were called
Egyptians; in France, Bohemiens; in Russia, Zingani; in Turkey,
Zingari; in Get-many, Zigeuner; and in Spain, Gitanos. They
call themselves and their language sometimes Zincali, but more

generally Romanne.
One is struck by the resemblance between this race and the Jews.

Both are outcasts from their native land, and are despised by the
nations among whom they dwell. They both speak and can under
stand the language of the countries in which they dwell, but have a
peculiar tongue of their own which is not so easily understood by
the Gentiles. But this is all; for the Jew is generally rich, the



Gipsy is poor; the Jew has a distinct religion j the Gypsy has none;
the Jews have always heen intelligent and learned; the Gypsies
more ignorant than any other race.

At first sight we should not have thought that the Gypsies, a
people fond of silent wilds and deep forests, would have choseu
England for a haunt. But in no country did they appear in greater
numbers or do more damage. In the reign of Henry VIII, two
statutes were passed against "an outlandish people, calling them
"selves Egyptians, who have gone from shire to shire in this realm
" in great company, and used great subtle and crafty means to
" deceire the people, bearing them in hand that they could tell
"men's and women's fortunes"-and they were ordered to leave
the realm. In 1577, eight persons were tried and hanged at
Aylesbury for "keeping company with Egyptians." In Scotland
they were better treated, and their leader, John Faa, obtained a
writ of favour and protection from Mary Queen of Scots. His
descendants must have flourished, for as late as 18GO there was a
Queen named Faa in one of the northern counties. The English
Gypsies seem to have flourished most in the last century, but since
then, inclosure of ground, ancl vigilance of policeman have done
much to exterminate them: perhaps by the end of the century
they will have died out.

In Spain they are still in large hordes among the Sierras, and
traditions remain of their great strength in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries: how they would enter the valleys and small
towns in marauding parties and steal, poison, and injure cattle or
whatever came in their way. Perhaps they have been more studied
in Spain than in other kingdom, and they have peculiar advantages
there, owing to the slowness of that country in the road of progress
and civilization as compared with other nations.

There are a few Gypsies to be found in Denmark and Sweden,
but their principal haunts seem to be the Southern Countri~s.

There are vast numbers in Poland, Lithuania, Hungary, 1VallachIa,
Greece Turkey and Russia. Nor are they confined to Europe;
travell~rs hav; ~et with them in Turkey, in Asin, Tartnry, China,

11GYPSIES.

and even in Kamschatka. But in whatever country or climate
they are found, their customs and characteristics remain unchanged.
Even their language only differs according to the amount of admix
ture it has undergone in the different countries it is located in.
Their personal appearance is everywhere the same, Tall and well
made, with fine .dark hai~ and eyes; the Women when young,
handsome and actIve. TheIr complexion maintains its swarthy hu

1· e
in every c Imate. The heat of Italy makes them no more indolent,
and the temperateness of England makes them no more active.
Close to civilization they remain just as barbarous as in the wildest
fastnesses. The Mahometan is to them the same as the Ch . t'

r18 Ian,
the Catholic as the Protestant; they wander about they know not
whither.

• With regard to their religion, they do not object to the outward
forms as long as it does not interfere with them, but they do not
app~ar to. have any idea of. the principles of religion. They are very
anxIOUS (m England especIally) to have their children baptized and
their dead buried, but with no apparent object in view; and they
do not. seem to have a~y idea of a future state. Abroad, they do
not object to the marrIage ceremony, but if any obstacle Occurs
t~ey quickly dispen~e with the priest, and marry with their peculiar
r~te~ and ceremom.es: It seems doubtful if they ever had any
dlBtmct creed, for It IS not likely they would have forgott 't. . en 1 ,

clmgmg as they do to their original habits. There is however one
peculiar tradition connected with their religion which should not
be omitted. Attention was first drawn to it I believe by Barrow.
~en the Gypsies first appeared they gave out that they were on
a Jouz:ne! of penance from Egypt, for having refused hospitality to
the Vugm and her Son; and that this penance was to last for seven
years. There is a remarkable resemblance between this and the

.' prophecies in the twenty-ninth and thirtieth chapters of Ezekiel.
But the Gypsies are totally ignorant of the Bible. The probable
IlOlution is that some priests in the east of Europe invented the
tal~ to account for the sudden migration; and the crafty travellers
&eelllg the advantage of passing as pilgrims, took care to repeat it.

GYPSIES.la



" Cunning as a Gypsy" has always been a prm'erb, and it is cmious
that ,vith all tbeir peculiarly natural habits of cheating, lyiug, and
stealing they have not become comparatively rich; but even if rich
they would not know how to employ their wealth; a home is their
aversion, they prefer hunger and nakedness to food and clothing,
earned by steady labour; they are fond of music, and fortune telling
has always been one of their characteristics. Of course I am

speaking of real Gypsies, and not the "hawkers" who:,arc often
classed with them. For in England there are only a c~ small
number of tribes, and except these all are spmious. If.tNl coun
tries they have one habit worthy of mention; they prefer cattle
which have died of a distemper to those killed, saying that the flesh
of a beast that GOD kills must be better than that of one killed by
the hand of man. Surely they would fare well in these days of"
rinderpest!

Now concerning the origin of the Gypsies much has been written
and much said, but as philological studies advance many difficulties
are removed, and many vague theories cleared up. Before any
fixed knowledge of Sanscrit was attained and before the relation
ships of languages was properly understood, it is no wonder that
the antecedents of the Gypsies were mysterious. But when their
dialect was fully investigated and analysed, it was found that many
of their words bore a strong resemblance to the Sanscrit. This
turned attention away from Egypt to India, and on further search
a still stronger resemblance was traced to Hindustanee and Persian.
Everyone believed then that the Gypsies were Hindoos. But
another theory sprang up. How came it that the Hindoos migrated
to Europe? Learned men replied that when Timour invaded India,
numbers of the Hindoos fled to Europe. This long remained the
received explanation, but in time a host of objections were raised.
How came these emigrants to adopt such peculiar habits? Or how
was it they had no religion? Why were they so characteristically
dishonest? Last, and most concl~sively, was quoted a passage
from Arabshah, the biographer of Timour, telling how he punished
and subdued the Gypsy hordes who invested his capital of

1 Ek Ek.
2 Duj Du.
3 Trin..................... Tin.
4 Schtar Tschar.
5 Pausch '" Pausch.

Samarcand, and that at an early period of his conquests. Timour,
then, could not be the expeller of the Gypsies. It was, however,
evident to philologists that the emigration must have been subse
quent to the great invasions of Hindustan, as it was those invasions
which first introduced the Persian element into Hindustanee.

At this critical point, a solution appeared, so simple that it is
curious that no one ever thought of it before. Everyone knows
that the Hindoos are divided into castes, or divisions, and that any
sin or crime entails a loss of caste. One would imagine that in
such an immense country great numbers would incur this penalty,
but so scrupulous are they, that comparatively few are degraded.
These disgraced Hindoos necessarily form a separate caste, living
of course in bodies (since no one will associate with them), and
mostly dwell on the Coromandel coast, under the name of" Pariahs".
From what travellers and missionaries tell us of these people, we
learn that for lying, cheating, thieving, and filth, they are unequalled
in India. They are mostly tinkers; and are totally devoid of any
idea of religion; practice chiromancy or fortune-telling, and live in
tents. In appearance they are dark, and like Gypsies. Here then
is a reproduction of the European Gipsy. Nothing is more likely
than that a horde of these Pariahs at different times in the nfiddle
Ages, have left their native country in swarms to find fresh plunder.
Of course their language from pure Hindustanee has been mixed
with that of the countries through which they have passed. And
this will account for the greater purity of the language of the
Gipsy in the Northern parts of Hindustan.

I subjoin a few words, which shew the affinity of the Romanne
to the Hindoo language, principally taken from the work .of
Grellman, a German, whose book on Gypsies is very interesting:
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10 , Des '" Des.
20 Bis Bjs,
Sun Cham Kam.
l\foon Schan Tschand.
Hair BIt! Ba]'
Ear Kaw , Kawn.

The problem, then, which has occupied so many heads and so
many bocks, and so much time, may be solved thus,-the Gypsies
are not as they gave out, from Egypt, but are shewn by their
language to come from Hindustan; while their habits class them
with the caste of thieves, who are found all over India, but mostly
on the Coromandel coast.

15AUTHORSHIP.

beneficial to the mind, as compelling it to think deeply on many sub.
jects which would otherwise escape its notice. As regards the former
it would hardly be too m!lch to say, that everyone with an adequate
knowledge of grammar and spelling is able to oyrite on some subject
or other, always bearing in mind that it has been often stated by
the highest authorities, that the great secret of being able to write
satisfactorily is to have a perfect knowledge of the subject in hand;
ideas will always supply words, but words will never supply ideas,
and it is impossible to smooth over ignorance or confusion by
attempting to hide it under a showy and specious style of writing.
Every individual has a taste for, and takes an interest in, some one
subject or pursuit above all others, and taking an interest in any
thing naturally leads one to acquire information about it, which
information written down on paper in a connected form makes the
ground work of what generally goes by the name of prose. After
8 certain amount of knowledge has been thus collected, it is a
positive relief to give vent to it, by writing it down for the benefit
of our fellow creatures, an idea which Byron in his address to his
"gray goose quill" quaintly but expressively illustrates,

" The pen, foredoomed to aid the mental throes
"Of brains that labour, big with verse or prose."

It is this desire to pour forth the accumulated treasure of the mind
that has been the means of furnishing the world with all its countless
store of valuable works of every kind and variety, and which is
daily and hourly acquiring fresh additions to its already enormous
bulk. We see the wonderful results that are derived from this
literary increase, when we consider (what we"have often heard before)
that just on the same principle that a dwarf standing on the shoulders
of a giant, is taller than the giant, so the powerful mind of Sir
Isaac Newton with all his years of thought and study was not so
deeply initiated in the mysteries of mathematics as that of many
a school boy of the present day,

And it is on this colossal foundation of learning and information,
that men of genius and depth of mind will continue to build, while
human knowledge as years roll on approaches nearer and nearer
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WE (an imagine one of our readers, seated in his study, paper
knife in hand, Hitting rapidly through the pages of the last number
of the Shirbwrnian, being rather puzzled as to what may be the
exact character of a treatise with the above title.

And in truth, I had some slight difficulty in selecting anyone
or two words which would at once convey the intention of the
following remarks. "Original Composition" was rather too sugges
tive of prosaic hexameters on the death of the Prince Consort, or
the birth of an infant heir to the crown, while the"Art of Writing"
would be at once set down as the heading of a turgid essay,
commencing with an elaborate discourse on the Egyptian papyrus
and the Roman stylus, and so on through all the tedious history of
penmanship. But the real subject that ibowas the writer's purpose
to offer a few remarks upon, was the advantages to be derived from,
and the requirements necessary for writing readable prose or verse,
either of which forms an exercise which must at all times be highly



towards perfection. We thus see that it is all but the bounden
duty of everyone so far as he is able to hand down to posterity any
knowledge his'talents or industry may have led him to acquire, and
so feel that he is in however small a way leaving behind him some
"footprints on the sand of time." But to descend to lower motives
there comes first the pleasure and benefit which the mind derives
from putting together into periods and sentences the thoughts of
the brain. "Mental pleasures never cloy" says the poet, and he is
quite right; they have this great advantage over those of the body
that whereas the latter become stale and insipid, by constant
repetition, the former are enhanced and more fully appreciated the
more they are indulged in.

We may now proceed shortly to discuss that other style of com
position usually known as poetry. It is rather hard to give an
exact definition of the word poetry in its true sense. Dr. J ohnson's
"metrical composition" though perhaps good enough for a pronoun.
cing dictionary, is very imperfect, as there is an immense quantity
of metrical composition which is not poetry, and a good deal of
poetry which is not metrical composition. Another writer some·
what more accurately defines it as "an expression of the feelings
prompted by an instinctive perception of what is sublime and
beautiful in nature." It cun hardly be said of poetry as of prose,
that it is within the capabilities of everyone to write it, indeed it
is so far the reverse that no amount of training or study can enable
anyone who is not gifted by Providence with the necessary mental
requirements to produce anything like a single poetical idea. To
do so requires a peculiar turn ofmilld, a lively imagination, a clear
perception, and certain other traits of character which are not
bestowed on every individual. It is rather noticeable that many
men of immense genius in other capacities have hardly ever been
iluccessful when they have attempted to try their hands at writing
poetry. Thus the brilliant rhetoric mind of Cicero, with all his
exuberance of thought and power of diction, miserably failed him
wben he endeavoured to gain fresh fame for himself as a rival of
Rorace and Virgil l while as a l,ind of ~mtithesis to this, it may be

mentioned that the first and sole speech of Lord Byron in the
House of Lords was considered a very inferior effort. Of course
this does not apply to rhyming, which is an art quite as easy to be
learnt as the making of Latin verses, or Greek Iambics; and which
although it only constitutes one of the outermost twigs of the tree
of poetry, would doubtless be an occupation of pleasure and profit
to many who think themselves quite incapable of such a thing.
Harmonious and correct rhythm often covers a multitude of fail
ings in many a poem, which would otherwise appear extremely
inane, as witness the lines of Pope, that poet of whom 'tis said, as
an infant he lisped 'in numbers,' and who, although by no means
unskilled in the higher branches of his art, is no doubt mainly
indebted to the graceful euphony of his verses for the great attrac
tions they possess.

It is to the genius of poetry, that mankind has, as if by tacit
consent throughout all ages accorded the highest reverence; and
never are we more thoroughly convinced of this than when we
consider the almost immortality which attaches to the fame of a
poet. Nearly thirty centuries have passed and gone since Homer
wrote his Iliad, and yet his memory is still as fresh and green in
our memories, as if he had lived but yesterday; while all his cotem
pories, save those for whom he himself has built up a lasting
memorial, have long since passed into oblivion. Many a haughty
noble and gallant courtier lies mouldering 'unhonored and unsung'
beneath his marble tomb, who would in his lifetime have looked
down with contempt on the 'gentle bard of Avon'; while his name
is celebrated, and made an occasion for festivity throughout the
land,three hundred years after his death. Horace must have been
largely inspired with prophetic spirit when he said he had raised
up for himself a monument 'oore perennius,' a prophecy which
daily sees its fulfilment in the blunders and false quantities made
over his verses.

"Shakspeare, Butler, and Bacon" says a modern writer, "have
made it extremely difficult for others to be sublime, witty, or
profound," and in the same way it has been stated that all the
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KEITH.

.. , .,. Stulta est clementia, quum tot ubiquo

Yatibus oocurras, periturrn parcere chartm.

great bards, ancient and modern, have so exhausted the fountain
of poetry, that after a certain lapse of time, it will be impossible
for anyone to strike out a new poetical idea, and that any attempts
to do so, can only be a series of plagiarisms. But this is a doctrine
which is open to a good deal of question. Of course it must be
allowed that originality is one of the great charms of good poetry,
and this is what gives the ancient writers a great advantage over
their successors, for being the first in the field, they were able to
pick and choose at their leisure, and bequeath their leavings only
to those who might come after them, But as time's ceaseless

course must ever produce fresh events, so there is no reason why
fresh events should not in their turn produce fresh ideas. At any
rate this poetical decay, which pessimists predict, has not beguu to
show itself in this present age, for there is even now living one who
has a most undoubted right to the title of poet, and whose verses
are as fresh and vigorous as those of any of his predecessors.
Whenever in future times there may be a history of those who
have contributed to the stock of genuine English poetry, the name
of Alfred Tennyson is sure to find honourable mention. But it
was far from my intention to be led into a discussion on the various
merits or demerits of individual authors, a task as unequal to my
powers, as it would be useless to anybody else, since it has often
been ably accomplished by other hands. As J uvenal says,
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TUE Poems of Robert Browning are unique in our Literature.
They are even now read and admired by but a small minority, and
yet few men would go so far as to deny to ~~em .a place. amongst
their great predecessors. They afford a stl'lkmg lllustratlOn of the
fact that the "omne ignotum pro magnifico" principle does not hold
good in regard to many great writers, especially poets.-Uany men
who have read hardly a line of Browning, while half acknowledging
the truth of the proposition that he is a poet of a high order, do
yet constantly and warmly support another proposition that he is
too dijJicult a poet to stand among the highest, or to make any
lasting impression upon his countrymen. Thinking, as we do, that
Browning's works must live and reign in our Temple of Fame, we
may endeavour to meet this objection so far as it can justly be met,
and shortly to point out some of those characteristics in the poet,
which, as we think, render his writingi'! a priceless boon to us
modems, and which contain in themselves the germ of an immor
tality of glory. Robert Browning is a difficult poet. .Difficult
from the unique character of his writings, from the self-made
stumblingblocks of his earlier works, from the essentially different
cast of all modern poetry, and from the peculiarity of his language
and rhythm. We must discuss these points shortly; premising first,
which all must Waut, that, while difficulty if unnecessary, is a great
perhaps the greatest of blemishes in a poet; it is not, if necessary,
fatal to poetry, but on the contrary is a guarantee for its value.

The unique character of the poems under discussion first strikes
us as an explanation of their difficulty. They stand alone-we
venture to say, in our own, if not in all literature. It is not merely
that the poet is preeminently objective, other poets have been so,
though in a less degree, but it is that his writings are essentially

E
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emotion, or glitter with plays of feeling. The peculiar passion of
Maud is unrivalled, we think; such a poem is a glory to any
literature; but the tendency of modern poems of this class has
become intense, to a vice, and has surpassed anything that even
W ordsworth himself could have dreamed of. Robert Browning

. living in an age when such a tendency was so strong is necessarily
difficult, and acting, as wc think he does, as a correctivo to that
tendency, his difficulty is at least excusable. He is different from
all modern poets, stands aloof from all, absolutely alono, and if his
language be objected to, as it is, we must affirm that from tho
objective and dramatic character of his writings it is necessarily

wild aJtl strange to our ears; his rhythm if strange is strange as
that of a genius in music, as compared with an ordinary dabbler in
the art, it is the handmaid of his character of thought.

We have alluded to Robert Browning's imagination: we believe
it to be absolutely incomparable. Such a faculty is a necessary
part of the Divine gift, but he employs it as few if any poets have
before. The marvellous manner in which, working with many men
in many climes and many ages, he is carried among them, into them
and speaks not through butfi'om them, is his greatest characteristic,
and places him without a rival ,Ve wander with him in modern
English society, he spirits ns away to sunny sinful medireval Italy;
we stand among reverent Israelites and listen to the early christian
Martyrs, and hush and 'bless oursehes with silence' at the strange
calm spoech of men who lived with those who saw the Christ 'when
hope was born'; and when before us rise 'old worlds worth our new,'
we are listening not to the poet, he is gon~ut of sight, absolutely
hidden away in far distance; we are talking face to face with many
men of many times, till we start in wonder, we gaze at 'Tableaux
vivantes,' till they cease to be tableaux at all and become living
men. Ah! we must away with the 'iln'y a pas d' homme necessaire'
theory: Robert Browning is a boon to English literature, we
cannot do without him now, he is becoming a necessity.

Perhaps however the '!;hortest (though an imperfect) way of
accounting for Robert Browning's early unpopularity, of explainin~
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dramatic and objective, and that in a way and to a degree which is
quite unparallelled in any literature in the world. Robert Brownin'~

b

speaksji'om within men, nor does he merely use them as the mouth-
piece of his peculiar sentiments and pet ideas, but throwing himself
in imagination into their peculiar circumstances, speaks as they
would have spoken, and in so speaking unfolds whole charts of.
character, unravels labrynths of motives, and that too, not unfre
quently by a few masterly touches. To gain all he has opened up
for us, we must go through the same process and stand where the
poet stands. This is difficult, often exceedingly difficult, but in
this matter obscurity necessarily arises from and does not merely
attend the mode of treatment, there is a gain in strength fr~ll;l
the process, the jewel is necessarily buried deep, when found it .is
precious, and it is worth working to find it. This mode of treat
ment is unique. But we must not stop here in accounting for the
common charge against Browning; in his earlier days he himself
was unfortunately obstructive to himself in the path of fame.
'Sordello' is certainly cause enough for many years of neglect. The
old story of Douglas Jerrold 'thanking God' for the assurance of
his own sanity which he had doubted from his inability to
understand one word in a whole page of, we believe,' Sordello', and
of which he was reassured on finding his medical man in the same
dilemmtt, is a very fair illustration of its great faults. Readers of
Browning, we believe, have given up 'Sardello', it is open to censure,
we must pass it by, remembering only that it contains much that
is worth fathoming, and that the after writings ofthe poet have amply
attoned for his early faults. 1\Iodern poets are, we believe, the real
causes of Browning's unpopularity. They have innoculated us with
a sickly subjectiveness. 'In lHemoriam' had its days of scorn and
reproach, but it has well nigh lived them down, and justly; we
doubt whether it would so easily have done this but for its intense
and glorious subjectiveness. But the Laureat has been followed
by a 'Eervile herd of imitators'; the subjective style has been worked
to nausea by every rhymer of modern England; and we 'have
gradually leamed to ignore all poetry that does not awaken mere



his real value, and of assigning just grounds for a belief in his final
triumph, is to call attention to the fact that he is preeminently an
intellectual Poet, With him intellect reigns supreme. But bearing
this in mind let us also remember his deep pathos, as well as his
abundant humour. No one can do justice to Browning who only
looks at the intellectualisJn of his poems, and fails to understand the
deep strong heart of the man. He grapples indeed with philosophi
cal questions like a great thinker, he is a delineator of character and
of intellectual struggle, but there is more true feeling in him, deeper'
down perhaps, more out of sight perhaps, but none the less there,
than in most of your subjective poets. But the fact is we must
beware of measuring Browning by comparison with others, his
cotemporaries, he is so unlike all poets. A French critic speaking
lately of Tennyson, and rather deploring a want of poetic ecstasy in
him, writes, "ce qu' on souhaiterait ason talent c'est quelque chose
enfin de cette fougueuse admiration et de cette sympathie passionee
que les richesses et les puissances de fame humaine ont de tout temps
inspirees aux grauds poetes, qu' elles inspirent par example, tout
prcs de lui, a son confrere et a son cmule en Apollon, l\f. Robert
Browning, "Ve say nothing of the criticism as regards the Laureate,
as regards Browning we believe it to be true, but what we say, is,
that comparison between him and other poets, Tennyson above all,
can with difficulty be instituted unless it be in sueh general points.
He is, for example, a Lyrist, and yet of all poets we must least
think of comparing him with Lyrists. We must always bear in
mind that though his Lyrics are his glory, they are Dramatic Lyrics.
Robert Browning's mind is that of a Dramatist, his finest poems
are Dramatic in Lyrical form, they bear the impress of both their
component parts. After all, however, there are some difficult ques
tions whith naturally arise in reading his works, the answers to
some of which may perhaps be suggested by our foregoing remarks.
Why, it may well be asked, being essentially Dramatic has not
Browning written better plays? His plays are good but not
consummate, they lack something, are by no means equal to his
Monologues. 'Colombe's Birthday' and 'Luria' are the most

successful as plays, and they have the least of the peculiar Browning
flavour in them. 'A Soul's Tragedy' and 'Pippa Passes' are the
most thoroughly Browningesque (and to an admirer of Browning,
the most charming) and they are not plays at all. What is it that
makes him so dramatic and yet not a dramatist in the fullest sense
of the word? If we anfwer that he can conceive only intellectual
and spiritual dramas, moods (as in 'Andrea del Sarto'), mental
attitudes (as in 'Bishop Blougram'), or developements of char
acter (as in' The Soul's Tragedy')-that he is a dramatist ab intra.
What do we mean by the only? Surely this is the work of a
dramatist. Surely such plays are the greatest; witness Hamlet,
Faust, Antigone. Then our answer merely means that he cannot
conceive vividly enough motives of incident and circumstance. Yet
he wrote 'How they brought the good news', Or is it that he
cannot, or does not take the trouble to work out his accessories?
But' 1\1:y last Duchess' is finished to the fingernail: everyone must
allow that: its accessories indeed are made to do the whole work,
and they do it to perfection: and indeed it seems to us that the
ordinary talk about 11is want of finish (in this respect as also in
respect of style) is the merest nonsense. Shall we say then that he
cannot or will not work a thing out ft'om step to step? Cannot or
will not develope his characters ? We have again t~ 'Soul's
Tragedy' against this: and indeed we must feel that such a sugges
tion does not at all go to the root of ·the matter. Nor will it do to
Bay that Browning is master of the intellectual only, This is
commonly said of him. We pointed out above that intellect does
reign supreme with him, as we think, but we endeavoured also to
point out that intellect is not his all: and we may add now, that,
besides being capable of emotion, besides being tenderness itself,
(as in 'One word more',-of which a word or two by and by,-or,
if that poem only shows emotion treated intellectually, then we
point to 'By the Fireside'.) Besides all this we say he is certainly
not incapable of conceiving emotion, not incapable of it merely
when he 'is the man and-leaves the artist,' but dramatically. In
confirmation of which we have only to point to the very simple and
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t3ncler opening of 'Parncelsus' and to the 'Andrea del Sarto',
(neither of them intellectually treated). N ay, to be candid, we
must admit that there is some weight of evidence against even the
belief that his forte is in dealing with intellectual situations. We
may find this by reading passages in 'Easter Day' (some of his
most powerful writings) we may find this in 'Rabbi Ben Ezra', and
in ' Saul ': the chief power in these indeed is not the intellectual:
nay, is it even in the 'Death in the Desert' the chief power?
What has been already said of Browning may help in some measure
to an answer to some of these questions; a separate paper might
be fairly devoted to a consideration of them: our limits do not
allow us to touch upon them further; we must leave them to the
consideration of our readers, their existance is at any rate another
evidence of something in the poet worth our study.

We must now turn for one moment to special poems. In
a paper of this sort it is impossible to hope even to touch
shortly upon one half of Browning's most striking poems. But we
will say thus much, that if any of our readers would learn what
Browning is worth, he must read his Dramatic Lyrics, he must
study the C< Men and Women." The plays should not be read until
his other works are known. The C< Men and Women" shew what
Browning can do; we should be inclined to envy a reader who has
for the first time these glorious Lyrical Dramas to enter upon, did
we not know that the more they are read, the more intimate we
become with them, so much the more are they dear to us, sparkling
time after time with fresh glories, rewarding us time after time
with fresh treasures. The same may be said of his last volume, the
'Dramatis Personre'. If we want to see the man's peculiar
dramatic power, an exquisite finish, we may read, to select one
from numbers, 'My last Duchess.' If wo want to see his
humour we may read' Holy Cross Day', 'Mr. Sludge the 1Iedium'
(a hard but a very clever poem), 'Master Hugues of Saxe Gotha'
(containing a description of a musical Fugue, such as none but a
musician, like Browning, could have written, an incomparably
amusing poem). If you want to understand his mastery over

" Ay notc that potter's wheel,
,. That mctaphor."

This is one of the finest passages, we think, in English poetry.
We have spoken much of. the objective chat'acter of Browning's
poetry, we must say one word of his 8ubjecth·e poem. 'Once and
only once, and for one only.' Robed Bro"lmillg stands before us
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rhythm (and his rhythm has often been objected to, a most stupid
charge against him) we must read, amongst others, 'How we brought
the good news from Ghent to Aix', and 'The Grammarian's
Funeral.' If we want to see his calm serious way of treating great
questions we must turn to '1tiibbi Ben Ezra', and that wonderful
poem' Kharsish the Arabian Physician.' If we want to know his
tenderness, his pathos, his passion, we have many to choose from,
'Evelyn Hope,' so beautiful, so tender, 'Any vVife to any Husband,'
and that saddest most beautiful of poems' The worst of it.' And
if we would combine all these wants-though they are all or most
of them supplied in many of the poems above-mentioned-let us
stand in "rhe burning blue' by the cave's mouth in the desert and
listen to the last words of S. John. There too, we will feel, what
we feel as a characteristic of Browning everywhere, his large
hearted reverence, devoid of 'The Devil's prima materia' cant in
every form. But if we begin by reading these or others to discover
Browning's powers, we shall soon in the poems forget the poet: he
vanishes away, and leaves us standing where he has stood, whirled
awal by his mighty imagination as he himself has been, and
absolutely listening to ' the mighty dead who have passed through
the body and gone.'

We would gladly have said a few words on some of those small
poems such as 'Home thoughts from Abroad,' which are so simple
and so beautiful, and of the wonderful poems entitled' Christmas
Eve and Easter Day,' but we have no space to enter upon them.
We will only call the reader's attention to the final metaphor in
'Rabbi Ben Ezra' (a magnificent poem and one well worthy of
study) beginning with the lines

ROBERT BROWNING.
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"This I say of me, but think of you, Love!

This to you-yourself my moon of poets!

Ah, but that's the world's side, there's the wonder,

Thus they see you, praise you, think they know you!

Then, in turn, I stand with them and praise you,

'Out of my own self, I dare to phrase it.

But the best is when I glide from out them,

Cross a step or two of dubious twilight,

Come out on the other side, the novel,

Silent silver lights and darks undreamed of,

Vlhen I hush and bless myself with silence.

Oh, their Rafael of the dear Madonnas,

Oh, their Dante of the dread Inferno,

'Wrote one song-and in my brain I sing it,

Drew olle angel-born~, sec, all my bosom! "

as a living man, we have a glimpse of himself in his actual life, as
we had before of his' Men and Women,' w~ acknowledge the 11eart
of the man in one of the most touching and beautiful poems we
can anywhere read. Fortune played a strangely happy freak in
bringing together a wife and husband like Elizabeth Barrett and
Robert Browning. 'One word more,' addressed as a dedication of
the 'Uen and vVomen' to E. B. E., as it shows us his loye and
happiness as a man, shews us how great and yet in what subor
dination to that love is his admiration of his poet wife. Rafaello
and Dante, the poets of her 'Italy, my Italy' in their efforts in
arts 'alien to the Artist,' offer him illustrations of his effort to
write for her; the moon that 'drifted over Fiesole by twilight,'
that went 'lamping Sa~miniato' helps him to express how he-as
that moon in 'The old sweet Mythos'-has a face that the world
sees not, but 'his moon of poets' only sees, of a man as well a,s of an
artist; as she too has for him; we seem to eatch a glimpse here of
himself and of her his gifted wife; we are with him at Casa Guidi,
sad when we think that his moon there has set. We conclude with
the concluding lines of this incomparably touching poem:

•
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EARLY RISING.

THERE are certain vices or rather foibles which the world
condemns, and on the whole it uses sense, judgment, and reason
in doing SO; it is 'wise' when it concerns itself only with its own
children; so soon as it touches upon what belongs to the 'children
of light', reason, logic, and common sense are cast to the winds.
Thus it discovers what it considers to be a virtue, enjoins it on all
men to practice, calls in the aid of religion to uphold it, and behold
here is a standard of right and wrong, which cannot be reduced
to any re,ealed or natural law; but which as gentlemen firstly,
and secondly as Christians, we are compelled to act up to. And it
not seldom happens that both wise and good men are taken in by
this mongrel-virtue. They ,erily believe that as Christians they
must do what certainly is practiced by most gentlemen; but is as
remote from any Christian precept as wrong is from right. Hence
we have early rising as one of the cardinal virtues. Not because
there is work to be done, not because it is possible to attend an
early service, not as an exercise of self-denial, not to do any sort
of good to ourselves or our neighbours are we to get up early, but
because a minority of excitable persons prefer leaving their beds
before a natural hour, and the majority of people dislike doing so j

(and there lies the true reason), everyone who does not wish to be
set down as an idle, useless and offensive member of society, must
bow to the social tyranny, and cast himself under the wheels of the
seven o'clock juggernaut. 'With regard to the advantages of early
rising, those that most naturally occur to the memory are, additional
time, greater power of mind and body, the beauties of the natural
world, and of course boundless self-satisfaction. And firstly, if a
man gets up at seven instead of eight, certainly he gains an hour;

F
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but then in all probability he goes to bed an hour earlier than he
would otherwise, and is furthermore not so fresh at eight as if he
had just risen-So that unless he burns the candle at both ends,
the additional time counts for nothing. 'With regard to additional
powers it is very doubtful that a man who comes down to a gloomy
candle-lit world at seven is as fresh or as ready for his work as the
man who continues his employment till midnight; and indeed
many people are constitutionally unable to work until they have
breakfasted and thoroughly reconciled themselves to another day.
Ana-lastly with regard to the beauties of the natural world, it is
certainly true that the world is beautiful at seven, but I maintain
it is as beautiful at eight; and if the sun-rise is to be the object'
of a man's life he had better take apartments on the Rigi at once.
In a word, if there is a distinct and valid reason for a man to rise
early, he is a coward and a sluggard if he does not do so. But

. there is no preordained law of necessity in which it is enacted
, Thou shalt get up early-whether thou wilt or no,' and the sooner
this pseudo-virtue is struck off the roll of true virtues, the better
for reason, good sense, and early rising,

Now this virtue of early rising seems to spring from a habit
people have of making certain qualities positive which sho~ld be
merely negative. Thus a cold uncongenial man is at once distrusted
and disliked, and the absence of heartiness is justly to be repre
hended. But when you once find a man more than negatively
hearty, the warm hail-fellow-well-met manner loses its charm and
you view it with the same distrust as you would an entire absence
of all kindly feeling and geniality. So it is with early rising.
To stay in bed till ten or eleven o'clock, has deservedly been
accounted as a fault, and the blame which has been attached to the
man in whom the fault is present, has been converted into praise
of the man who is but doing his duty in avoiding it. The consistent
sluggard is highly blameable, but the consistent early worm who
ranks himself above his neighbours, and condemns all who have
been blessed with the power of enjoying the great gift of repose,

(A TALE OF THE ELECTIONS.)

THE MISSING SEDAN.
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A VICTIM.

EARLY RISING.

OF all. the towns in England, scarcely any was more notorious
for electIOn amenities than a certain small borough in the South

West. Restri,cted de~ling was openly adopted by both Radicals
and ConservatIves, notICes to quit were rife briber 1, y was scarce y
conceale~, threats were freely used, and (worse still) knives were
~aWD, hfe threatened, and even ladies openly and grossly insulted
m the .streets. Totnes was not more corrupt, nor N ottin ham
more VIOlent. g

But tile .outrages, of which the borough was the scene, were set
off an~ re~Ieved by other and more amusing episodes, of which the
fol~owmg IS a specimen. It appears that there was in the town a
rehc of the past, a memento of the days when our grandmothers
Wore powdered. hair, and hoops, went early to 'assemblies', and
gambled freely, m the shape of a sedan-chair Now th h'. e c aIr was
old and .had seen better days, but was still not too shaky t b f

" . 0 eo
serVIce m conveymg elderly dames to tea-fights and 'keO'm '

. h '" egs on
lllg ts when there was no moon, or a Scotch mist T th. . rue, em.ndows ratt~ed, the cU~hionswere fusty and old, and a little paint
mI~ht have Improved It,-but yet there it was, a good chair as
cha~rs g~, and not to be despised because appearances were slightly
agamst It. At least so thought some few elderly ladies in the town,
who clubbed together and bought it for their own sole use and
convenience, and when bought, entrusted i~ to the keeping of a

instead. of being a praiseworthy and commendable liiember of ,
society is in this respect an unbearable nuisance, which it'is to be

. hope~ that modern progress and an enlightened liberalism will
~ combme to crush.
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little tradesman, in whom they felt they might confide. Innocent
creatures! ignorant of that irony of Fortune which educes tremen
dous evehts from trifling causes!

As I said, it was election time. And these dear old creatures
were Tories, staunch to the backbone, while in their simplicity they
had handed over their property to a wolf in sheep's clothing-a
Radical. And now fierce passions began to kindle and heads to be
broken. The race was clearly to be neck and neck, and every vote
was of consequence. ~ome honest fellows might be bribed, and
some cajoled, and some intimidated, but might not a few votes be
added to the right side, if a sick man or two could be brought. to
the poll in the nick of time? and, in that case, what conveyance
so serviceable as a sedan-chair? Accordingly, communications were
opened with the little grocer, who in a moment of moral weakness
yielded to the combined influence of wishes, feelings, and interest.

Immemor heu! victus que animi respexit.
He forgot his employers, his resolution failed him, he looked the
other way, meanwhile, the sedan vanished!

Imagine the rage and dismay of the Tory faction, the indignation
meetings, the blessings invoked on the head of the traitor, who
had basely sacrificed his trust to a "dirty conspiracy." But now,
what was to be done? That the prey must be recovered from the
hands of the Philistines was only a plain duty: it had always been
said that a Radical regime would be fatal to the rights of property,
and here was an instance to begin with. However, fraud must be
met by fraud, if necessary, and on one. point Tory public opinion
was unanimous, that by fair means or by foul that chair was to be
rec6vered. But the question was, where was the chair? for it
clearly hadn't been spirited away only to serve as firewood. A
vigilance committee was set on foot, whose members devoted them
selves sleeplessly to watching. Day by day, night after night,
suspected persons and suspicious houses were stealthily watched.
But still no chair! It was clear this would never do. The crisis
was at hand j and therefore some decisive step must be taken.

In love and war, they say, all is fair. Two of the Tory party,

Iamque pedem referens casus evaserat omnes,
Reddit_aque Eurydice superas veniebat ad auraa
Pone sequens-

disguising hopes and fears, begged an interview with our friend,
. the grocer. Mysteriously affecting a secrecy which they calculated
would impose on his simple mind, they confided to him that they
were agents of his own party and had reason to believe that he
could materially assist them at this juncture. " There was," they
said, "a possible voter on the right side lying sick in bed: he knew
how close the contest was certain to be, and that even a single vote
might turn the scale. It was highly important therefore to get
this poor fellow to the poll. But how to do it, they were fairly
puzzled. Now, could he suggest any likely means?" Without
a suspicion, the victim swallowed the bait. "Yes," he replied, "if
it came to that, he thought he did know of something. Did they
think a sedan chair would be about the thing?" "About the
thing," they rejoined, "the very thing! take us there at once!"
He agreed, adding that of course they were aware of the necessity
of first obtaining an order for its use from the Radical Lawyer;
Aware of it, the imposters! how should they be? But it was too
late to draw back, so somewhat crestfallen they signified acquiescence
and marched as to their doom. Fortune however proverbially
favors the brave. The Lawyer was out of town, and there wag
still a chance for them j at any rate they were not yet detected.

The next thing was, would their conductor let them have the
Sedan without this written order, and if he refused, then what
were they to do? Rising to the occasion, they represented to him.
that political necessity ought to supersede all mere temporary rules;
and at lasft induced him falteringly to consent to lead them without
delay to the object of their search. An<l now, all difficulties over
{lome, they were on the march to success. They were about to see"
touch, and recover what had cost them so much pain to find.
About to regain the stolen property, to do their own party a notable
service, to rob the enemy of a vote, to cover themselves with
glory.
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They would doubtless presently be returning to the light of day
from some dark recess or outhouse, the sedan following them.-

But alas! for the groundless .hopes of sangl}-ine mortals! It was
not to be. As the trio were on their way down the street, there
presented himself a 'I'ory Doctor, a notorious partizan, burning to
learn the success of the great party plot. Wretch! better had he
been in bed, suffering from a surfeit of his own pills! The
incautious man espied his friends-saw or heeded not their com
panion-crossed the street-and deroanded, 'what of the sedan'?
words simple enough in themselves, but which sent a pang of horror
to the hearts of the conspirators, and of consternation to that of
their companion. So then he had been duped, it seemed, and within
an ace of making himself a laughing-stock to the whole borough.
Without a moment's hesitation he turned tail, put foot to pavement,
turned the corner, and was gone; while the miserable victims of
their friend's indiscretion slunk away to their respective homes,
angry and crestfallen.

And so ended the memorable search for the Tory sedan, which
was not seen again in the outer world until the election was over.
and political passion for the time lulled to rest.
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peNNING.

AN attentive observer, or even a careless one, might perceive a
great increase in the amount of puns made in the School, some vile,
some execrable, very few moderately good, not one actually so.

.~ Observin& ~his, I have determined to string together a few thoughts
~k;\whicho~ naturally to anyone who gives the subject a moment's

..consideration.
I suppose that all the world knows that punning was much

practised by the ancients, indeed to judge from the antediluvian
riddle on Seth and Cain, as old as Adam himself, but in spite of
this, I do not know of any grave author who has praised puns.

A pun may be defined to be a playing upon words of the same
Bound but of different meanings. The true pun should make sense
in both the meanings, and here, as everywhere, the greatest art is
to hide your art.

, Addison, in one of his Spectators, gives a short history-of puns,
I~"~ which I owe my knowledge on the subject. It would seem that
·:~they were considered an ornament in writing, as well as witty, for
';Aristotle takes the trouble to enumerate two or three kinds of
jpuns, which he calls paragrams, and moreover quotes examples
;fioom the gpeatest Greek authors. Cicero was extremely fond of
~'puns, and took care never to lose an opportunity of making them,

and moreover in his book on oratory, instances a great many as
pieces of wit. Socrates and Plato also delighted in puns, so that
punsters have some great names to adduce in support of their
favourite practice. In our own language, Shakspeare's name
stands foremost in the list, in whose writings as Addison says,
"Nothing is more usual than to ~ee a bero weeping and quibbling
for a dozen lines together."
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In French, Rabelais and Moliere; and in Spanish, Cervantes, are
all liable to the accusation. Writers of rhetoric have highly hon.
oured punning, and divided that noble science into various classes,
giving to them hard long names, (and thereby hangs a tale): A
country schoolmaster having dined with a great punster, declared
hi'm the greatest Paragrammatist living, for" he generally talked
in the Paranomasia, 'but sometimes gave in to the Ploce, but that
in his humble opinion he shined most in the Antanaclasis."
Quinttilian and Longinus however separated puns from true wit,
unlike most of the countrymen. But 0 ye punsters, hear the words
of the great Addison and shake in your shoes. He calls them
'false wit,' 'blemishes,' 'weeds,' 'signs of a little mind.' He says
" There is no question but as it has sunk in one age and rose in
another it will again recover itself, although it is so entirely banished
out of the learned world at present, as pedantry and ignorance
shall prevail upon wit and sense," "I very much apprehend tha~

our posterity in a few years will degenerate into a race 0: punsters",
and so on. Sydney Smith, too, writes "I have very lIttle to say
about puns; they are in very bad repute, and so they ought to be.
The wit of language is so miserably inferior to the wit of ideas,
that it is very deservedly driven out of good company. Sometimes
indeed a pun makes its appearance which seems for a moment ·to
redeem its species: but we must not be deceived by them: it is
a radically bad race of wit, it must never again be suffered to
emerge into the light of the world. It is a wit of so low an order
and in which some sort of progress is so easily made, that the
number of those endowed with the gift of wit would be nearly
equal to those endowed with the gift of speech!" After this who
will venture to support puns and punning? That will I, but
covertly, as to be sure I could never oppose these great wits in
open field, and fight fair combat, but encouraged by my supporters,
Shakspeare,Moliere,Rabelais, and Cervantes, I will make some fight.
Even if the worst be said of puns, they are at least an attempt, a
misguided one perhaps, but still a real attempt to enliven mankind,
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PUNNING.
'<C ..,Jl ,

t'jmd'to defeat an-powerful dullness There is nothing like a good
pun, for rUlSlug' a laugh, which, e\'en if Hobbe's theory about
laughter that it rises from our belief that we could do better
ourselves be true, is yet pleasant at times. The bright side of

,things is certainly the most pleasant to look at, unless the colours
),are flaring, and then the bright side of things must not be looked
\;upon, but 'cut' and shunned like a snob.

Laughing philosophers are far superior to weeping ones, 'no
;,'matter what some folke say'. Life has enough evident evils without
,'raking them up, a1td exposing them. But, besides are puns really

•. ,such a 10vP,iItipd of wit? I grant that they are open to everybody,
l,\bunois ~~try: and this priYilege is largely used, to judge from
+the number dissected in the Saturday Reriew, but then everybody
~'does not make good ones,' and bad ones I will not undertake to
~~,,¥end. And this cannot be adduced as a fault in puns. If every
"jZone- can make good ones tant mieux. Addison was a true prophet,
i,'s to the probable revival of puns, as they are now pretty freque~ly

'heard everywhere. ..,
; .. "
j.;;. The ranks of punsters are headed by such names as Shakspeare,
'.JIlook, and Hood, Shakspeare is.universally read; to Hook I cannot
frefer, but Hood I cannot help dwelling on, as having been not only a

unster but a true'humorist, fit to satisfy even the fastidious niceness
.Addison: and besides, a most rare combinationof talent,a po~who

d if he chose,write touching poetry; witness his' Bridgeof Sighs'
'd the' Song of a Shirt.' I hope to call the attention of my readers

some good puns of his shortly. I must swell my list of punsters
ith some great names, Ben J ohnson, Butler, Washington Irving,

"c. Such men as these, methinks might go far to confute Addison's
eory about puns. In a word the world has always made puns, and

hough far be it from me to defend the world in its general conduct,
am constrained to think that vox populi is vox dei in this case.
':-:Half our surnames are puns. I need only"g'tve one instance, the
ercies or Pierce-eyes. Proverbs are always punnipg or playing

lipon words. Titles of books-Charles Reade's 'Hard Cash' for
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Or, still to be a simile seeker,

As deaf as dog's ears to Enfield's speaker."

"She was deaf as a post, as said before,

And as deaf as twenty similes more,
Including th~ adder, that deafest of snakes,

Which never hears the coil it makes!

(F;'oilt the "TaLe of a Trumpet.")

" Often her tears would rise to their founts,

Supposing a little scandal at play

'Twixt Mrs. O'Fie, and Mrs. Au Fait-
That she couldn't audit the gossips' accounts.
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PUNNING.

"0 Cicero, Cicero, if to pun be a sin' b th I'
B' if ' Y ee was gurded 0 Bias

las, to pun be a crime, by thee was I biassed." • , .~

.A fa vC :tuJ 6efJJ;/tptl
f~ (/](1/ ac'~ _ez~) •
~;;I.mA C4~r/O &; ~, '.'1wrv..' E++ / '< /P~~t<.

• I

(Fmm "The Friend in need.")

.. Don't tell me of th 't
e vam y of crotchets, and the abominations of

quavers! If a man was not meant to b . I h h
. '. . e mUSlCa w y ad he drums in his

ears? Why a pIpe ill his throat P"

And in my own defence, I will conclude h'
t IS' paper with Hood's

mo~o to the '. Whims and Oddities" :

And so on ad infinitum.

But, courteous reader, in spite of th' h bl
. IS my um e defence of

punnmg, I pray you do not suppose me a punster I d t .
t h" . 0 no aspIre
~:~c t praIse. B~t If any haters of puns have still anything

. er 0 sa~, I WIll quote one more passage for their benefit
whICh comes III more pat to the purpose than P , £, ,

iIt anza s our proverbs.
~".' c '~Why then, my dear Prudence, I must e'en say to thee what 'th M t

Builder of Babel said to his polyglott workmen" e as er
" And what was that P"

" Hold your confounded tongues!"
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(From Jfiss KiLmansegg and hel";"~~', ';"G;.)
" But what were beauty, or virtue, or worth,
Gentle 'lnanners or geutle birth,

Nay, what the most talented head on earth
To a leg worth fifty talents P"

" What a leg to leg-bail embarassment's serf,
What a leg for a leg to take on the turf!
What a leg for a marching regiment!"

'Twas worth all the legs in stockings and sooks"
'Twas a leg that might be put in the stocks.

N.B. Not the parish beadles."

instance, the French translation of which, is, 'Fatal argent,' (the
book is to be had at 15, Boulevard Monmartre, Paris, 'which will
not let me lie.) Collections of puns have been made for Mille.r's

"for instance. Punch and other comic papers have been great prop
agators of puns, for the most part very vile ones. In fact, puns
have made a noise in the world, have now a most veracious historian
in the pages of the Shirburnian.

I cannot resist the temptation of recording an unintentional one
I remember to have seen in a review of a French translation of
Shakspeare. The translator had rendered the adjective 'woe-begone'
by , Douleur va-t-en !'

And now I will fulfil my promise of giving BOme quotations
from Hood.



WE must apologise to the readers of the Shirburnian for the
unpardonable deL'y in the publication of the April number, but we
throw ourselves on the indulgence of a sympathizing public, who
will, we are sure, accept as an excuse, the intervention of the Easter
Holidays.

The addition to the School Chapel has been completed, and is
admitted on all hands to be a great improvement. The Chapel is
lengthened by a third, and additional accomodation for eighty
is thereby provided. The removal of the stone staircase (which
leads to the School-room and Chapel) to a place which we can only
define as the rhubarb beds in the unknown land behind the School
rDom is contemplated, and is, we believe, to be the next improvement.

The class-room underneath the new part of the Chapel will, we
hope, be shortly finished.

The- Rev. W. J. K. Little, of Trinity College, Cambridge, has
succeeded Mr. Langley, as Master of Modern Languages. W. B.
Niven, Esq., of Trinity College, Cambridge, has succeeded the
Bev. C..J. E. Smith, as Mathematical Master.

Mr. E. Genge, of S. John's College, Cambridge, has come out
as Eleventh Wrangler in the Mathematical Tripos.

A. MODro has obtained an Open Scholarship at Oriel College,
Oxford.

It will be hardly necessary to record that :Mr. E. Henley, of
Oriel College, Oxford, has again distingyd himself in the
University Boat Race, yet we cannot denyt:~h!elve~ th~ pleasure
of incorporating in our "School News" v,ijl~twe are well aware is

_by this time "world news."

CRICKET.

Total 38 ,
F Total 58

We must also record the d th f C
8h ea 0 • E. Rodd, who died at

erborne, December, 1865.
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Total 58

b3, -;';:9

Second Innings.
b Tuson '"
b Tuson '"
b Easton...
b Tuson '"
b Olclham
b Tuson ...
b Oldham
b Oldham
b Tuson .
not out .
b Tuson .. 0

NEXT ELEVEN.

Total 66

3
1
5
2
1
o
3
9
o
3

... '" '" '" 0
b 3, w 7, I b L. 11

First Innings.
Sainsbury, b Easton .
Rev. O. W. Tancock, b E~st~~'
Malan, c Oldham, b Tuson
Forman, b Easton
Bennet 3, b Tuson ::: :::
Gray, b Easton ......
Bennet 1, c and b Tuson
Ferrier, b Tusou
Renning 2, b Tuso~"
Cosserat, not out
Rendall, b Tuson

SCHOOL NEWS.

E. L. TUSON has been elected Ca t' f
to Mr. E. J. Austin of Tri 't C.IIPI am 0 f;he Games, as successor

, III Y . 0 ege, Oxford.

J ames Chatterton still remains Professional to the School.

TUSON'S SIDll v• RAMMOND'S SIDE
TUSON'S SIDE. •

K dl b Ch lliMMoND's SIDE.en e, atterton. . . 8
Malan, c and b Chatterton ... 0 0 6 Rammond, c and b Tuson
Rev. O.W. Tancock, Cl Perry, b Chatterton 1 Easton, b TllSOn
Forman, b Easton ... . . 0 0 Olclham 1, c Cresswell:'bTus~~
Tnson, c De Winton, b Easton 25 Perry, b Tuson ...
Doyne, b Easton 3 Sainsbury, c and b Tu~'~n '"
Renning, b Easton '" ... 7 Mouro 1, b Tuson
CresswelI, b Easton 7 Bennet 3, b Tuson '" .'\.
Gray, not out ... ::: 1 Cosserat, b Tuson
Ferrier, b Chatterton... 1 De Winton, not ont 0 ••

Seager; run out 1 Jones, c and b Tuson HO

... w 6 Chatterton, c Tuson, b'Ferri~~'
b 6, w 14, n b2

SCHOOL NEWS.

..

SCHOOL NEWS.
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FIRST SEVEN OF THE ELEVEN,"v. NEXT ELEVEN.

FIRST SEVEN.

l'HE ;:'IXTEE~,

Total 97

19
11
o
o
4
o -
4
3
1
3
1

12 '4l::
"11>'

47

Total 58
,

Noes.
*Coleridga
*Malan
*Green

Boodle
Remrnett

Second Innings.
b Tuson ..
b Tuson ..
b Easton .
b Tuson .
b Oldham
b Tuson ...
b Oldham
b Oldham
b Tuson ..
not out ..
b Tuson .

b 3, W' 9

NEXT ELEVEN.

SCHOOL NEWS.

Total 38

3
1
5
2
1
o
3
9
o
3
o

b 3, w 7, I b L. 11

SHERBORNE SCHOOL DEBATING CLUB.

COJIlIfITTEE.

. H. COLE"~GE, b"'J<nt, j A. A. MI,TCHELL,

.;~. MONRO, P'ice-Presldent, E. C. MilAN,

,lW. C. PERRY, Secretary, F. E. BENNETT.

. Feb. 14tk.-At the preliminary meeting of;t~ Society, Messrs.
n, Heathcote, and Boodle were duly elected.

Feb. '21st.-Proposed, E. H. Coleridge-" That the conduct of
vernor Eyre in the Jamaica rebellion was justifiable."

Ayes. Ayes. Noes.
Coleridge *Boodle *Bennett, ma.

"Mitehall Remmett *Monro
Perry Forman *Tuson

ennett, mi. *Gibbons
Mala.n Green '. ,

eb. 28tk.-proposed, W. C. Perry-" That it would be inadvisa'6i~

,admit Clergymen to Parliament."
Ayes.

*Perry
*Tuson
*Forman

Bennett, mi.
Heathcote

8
o
6
o
2
7
1
1
8
o
o
o

25
20

13
o

Second Innings.
run out... 31
run out... 9
b Forman 29
b Sainsbury... 0
lbw, b Sainsbury , 3
not out... 4
c Gray, b Sainsbury 10

b 2, w 7, I b 3 12

Total 98

Second Innings.
1
6 c Hammond, b Sainsbury
o b Sainsbury

4 c and b Sainsbury ...
5 hit wicket, b Tuson ' ..
2 c Olpham, b Sainsbury
o b Tuson
1 b Sainsbury

10 b Easton ...
1 c Sainsbury, b Tuson
o b Sainsbury
6 b Tuson
o run out
o . not out
o run out
1 c Oldham, b Easton ...

18 b 2, w 18

Total 55

First Innings.
Tnson, c Sainsbury, b Ferrier... 18
Hammond, b Forman 7
Easton, lbw, b Forman... 8
Kendle, b Sainsbury... 3
Hudson, b Forman 2
Oldham, b Forman 5
Perry, not out ... ,5

b 2, w 14, I b 1, n b 1, .. 18

Total 66

First Innings.
Cresswell, b Tuson
A. M. Curteis Esq., b Oldham
Foaman, c Easton, b Oldham
Rev. O. W. Tancock, c Hammon<l, b

Sainsbury, ..
,Gray, run out , .. . ..
'ti'J:e~,~',b Sainsbury
De W!J,IIlItm, b Sainsbury
Bennet 4, c Tuson, b Sainsbury
Rendall, c and b Sainsbury
Cosserat, run out
Forde 2, run out... ...:.... . ..
Seager, c Oldharn, b Sabbury...
Birks, b Tuson ..
Henley, b Tuson ..
Heathcote, not out
Chatterton, b Easton ...

b 2, w 16...
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Noes.

*Coleridge
*Bennett, ma.
Mitchell
Bennett, mi.

Feb,28th.-Proposed, R. Boodle-" That the massacre of Glencoe
was William Ill's fault, not his misfortune."

Ayes. .Ayes.

*Boodle Tuson
*Forman Reathcote
*1rfonro Remmett

Perry

Noes.

Bennett, mi.
Heathcote
Green
Forman
Boodle

Mar. 7th.-Proposed, A. :M:onro-" That Lord Palmerston does
not merit the title of a great Statesman."

Ayes. Noes.

*1rfonro *Perry
*Coleridge *Remmett

*Gibbons
*Mitchell
*Malan

Tuson

..~

Mar. 14th.-Proposed, E. H. Coleridge-" That this House do
assent to the Reform Bill."

.Ayes.
,;. *Coleridge

*Bennett, ma.
Monro

Noes.

*Gibbons
*Mitchell
*Perry

Bennett, mi.
Malan

Noes.

Green
Reathcote
Forman
Boodle

~:
April 12th.-kt a meeting of the Committee, :M:r. Monro was

elected Vice-President, vice Mr. S. A.Bennett; Mr Perry,Secretary
vice Mr. Monro, ami Mr.];'. E. Bennett a member of the Committee.
At a preliminary meeting of the Society on the same day, Messrs.
P. P. Easton and E. G. Rennet were elected members.

Aprjl 20th.-Proposed, E. H. Coleridge-" That the late Prince
Consort was in advance of his age."

,Ayes. Ayes. Noes.

*GoleridO"e Malan *Monro
*G1bbon~ Green *Boodle
*Perry Bennett, ma.
*Bennet, tel'. Heathcote

.+

An .Asterisk is 1'l'eji.ved to the name of everymembel' who spoke dtw'ring the debate•

•


